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Fri 22 – Thurs 28 Feb         

LABIA GARDENS Tel (021) 424 5927 
www.thelabia.co.za   R35 (Subject to Concessions)

Labia on Kloof

Labia on Orange

(16SNL)

om\04\09043147

(10-12PGL)

(13V)

(Sub, 16LD)

Daily 2.15, 8.15pm

Daily 11.45am, 5.45pm

Daily 2.45, 8.30pm (16LPV)

(10MPV)

DJANGO UNCHAINED

LIFE OF PI 

THE SESSIONS 
Daily 12.15, 2.15, 4.15, 6.15, 8.15pm (no 6.15pm Fri)

QUARTET 

Daily 12.00, 6.00pm

THE INTOUCHABLES   

Daily 2.30, 8.30pm

LES MISÉRABLES  

(13SV)

(13VL)
Daily 12.00, 6.00pm 

(13LSN)

Daily 12.00, 6.00pm

ANNA KARENINA 

ARGO

SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK 

Daily 12.15, 2.15, 4.15, 6.15, 8.15pm (no 8.15pm Sun, Thurs)

(10-12PGPV)LINCOLN
Daily 2.30, 8.30pm 

Overberg area goes big on art, food and music
GOOD WEEKEND REPORTER

AN ARRAY of art, local music
and gourmet food will be
served up at  the Hangklip Art
Week in the Overberg’s Harold
Porter Botanical Gardens in
Betty’s Bay.

The week-long art event
kicks off on March 16  at 11am.

There  will be 26 artists
exhibiting all over the region –
in their private studios, as well
as in various public spaces.

“Last year saw over 1 000
people attending the event and
because of this enthusiastic
response, we’ve decided to have
it every year,” sais Lien Botha,
an artist and one the

organisers of the event.
“It’s far more than just art .

It will be bigger than last year,
with more art on view, and
other activities.

“There will be hikes and
excursions throughout this
renowned fynbos countryside,
pop-up restaurants, live music
and a talk on the history of the

area,” she said.
The favourite local

Hangklip band Tribal Echo will
perform. They have performed
at numerous festivals and their
offbeat, popular style has been
featured on TV.

Contact Lien Botha on
028 272 9699 or e-mail
info@lienbotha.co.za.

THE STATISTICS are well
known but worth repeating.
The Western Cape is home to
around one-tenth of the

population, but accounts for
60 percent of drug and gang-related
crime. 

There are nearly half a million
affiliates of the prisons Numbers
gangs in Cape Town alone – seven
times the staff complement of the
SANDF. 

Seventy-two percent of males on
the Cape Flats will go to jail, enough
of them becoming repeat offenders
for “going home” to be used as a
euphemism for serving time. 

Gordon Clark’s latest exhibition,
The Outcome of Turner Adams,
consists of 35 large-scale
photographs that document one
year in the life of an ex-convict.

“Turner Adams puts a very
tattooed face on these jarring
statistics,” says Clark.

Adams, freed after 24 years in
prisons around the
Cape, is marked
from head to foot
in prison tattoos.
An alien from the
underbelly, he is
presented more as
a figure from some
tortured
mythology than
from real life in a
series of surreal and dreamlike
tableaux staged in the urban
environment. 

The photographer met Adams
several years ago at a gang peace
rally in Lavender Hill. They were
introduced to each other by another
of Clark’s photographic subjects,
the flamboyant and (in his self-
descriptions at least) reformed
gangster Ernie “Lastig” Solomon.

“I’ve aimed to jar and challenge
the viewers’ beliefs and aesthetic
aspirations,” said Clark.

“When he was a little boy,
Turner sang in the District Six
church choir and wanted to grow up
to become a priest. I am interested
in understanding how his life
turned into one of crime,
gangsterism and incarceration
instead.” 

Clark’s initial observation of
Turner was as an intelligent,
outspoken man. 

“Turner provided significant
insight into gang culture and life
behind bars. I explained to him that
I needed him to take me on a
journey of recollection and of
memories.”

Adams said he was at first
overwhelmed by the fact that an
outsider showed interest in his life.

“I was a little shocked and in
disbelief that someone would want
to make the effort to get to know my

story. But after my initial
reservations, I was very keen to
participate in Gordon’s work.”

The Outcome of Turner Adams is
the result of a 48-week project. The
photographs are divided into three
chapters (Homeland, In Exile and
Summer Holidays). According to
Clark, each image is meant to
represent a different emotional side
to Adams.

“Turner’s in-depth emotional
confrontation of his past started
with him returning to District Six
after 24 years (Homeland). We also
visited the bridges and old
abandoned buildings he lived in
during his homeless years (In

Exile), as well as recreational spots
he visited as part of family
vacations (Summer Holidays).

“Turner contributed by
identifying specific places where
he used to hang out. He also
shared anecdotes that allowed us
to create compositions and props.
These all relate to his release from
prison after more than two
decades.”

In most of the images Adams
poses in the nude, drawing the

viewer’s attention
to the fact that his
entire body is
covered in tattoos.

“I actually
came up with the
idea for Gordon to
photograph me
naked. I wanted to
tell my whole
story, and I

consider my body a roadmap of my
time spent in prison,” Adams said.

Asked which of the exhibition’s
pieces is his favourite, Adams
pointed to a photograph called
Facing My Demons. It was taken on
the day after a close friend was shot
dead in front of a group of
children.

“This is the reality of my life.
But the photograph also makes me
look at myself in a different way –
one that I haven’t previously
considered.”

Photographing a naked, inked
man in public also provided some
comedy moments. Clark recalled a
nun stumbling across their photo
shoot one day.

“Walking out of the Holy Cross
Church, she was suddenly
confronted by Turner’s naked
behind.

“After hearing her exclaim, ‘Oh
my God!’, Turner calmly turned his
head towards her and told her he
used to be a choir boy at the church.
‘Oh, that’s okay then’, the blushing
sister replied before going back into
the church.”

● The Outcome of Turner

Adams can be seen at the
Commune.1 until Thursday. Gallery
hours are Tuesdays to Fridays 10am
to 5pm, and Saturdays from 10am to
2pm. For more information, see
www.commune1.com.

Telling the naked truth
Photographer Gordon Clark’s latest exhibition traces the troubled life of former convict Turner Adams
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STEYN DU TOIT

BACK STORY: District 6, from Gordon Clark’s exhibition, The Outcome of Turner Adams.

FIGHTING CHANCE: The Gladiator, from The Outcome of Turner Adams.

‘I consider my 
body a roadmap 
of my time spent 
in prison”


